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Abstract

Color Blind Casting Model

Color Conscious Casting Model

The American theatre and film industry has suffered from institutional
racism where practices such as whitewashing were common. Beginning
in the 1960s and 1970s, the term color-blind casting emerged to
supposedly make theatre and film more inclusive and welcoming to
people of all ethnicities. However, color-blind casting has done more
harm to marginalized communities by disregarding their historical
experiences and oppression. Therefore, instead of encouraging colorblind casting in performing arts, the industry should move towards colorconscious casting, a casting technique in which actors’ ethnicities and
historical experiences are taken into consideration. The poster
demonstrates the negative aspects of color-blind casting including
unequal pay, unacknowledgement of historical racism, and the
oppression of actors of color through examples. It presents colorconscious casting as the future-thinking roadmap for diversity by
acknowledging the role of race in an inclusive performing arts industry.
Color-conscious casting effectively uplifts actors from BIPOC
communities, empowering them to tell diverse stories that are mindful
of race and culture.

• It has been around since the 1960s and emerged as a response to
racist practices in theatre.
• It is also referred to as non-traditional casting model in which casting
of actors of color and women in roles in which ethnicity, race, and
gender are not germane.
• First example of color-blind casting is the 1961 film ‘Tannhäuser’.
• Two of the famous examples of color blind casting are Johnny Depp's
Lone Ranger and Alec Guinness as Prince Faisal.

• A more recent casting model that evolved as a response to colorblind
casting .
• It is a casting model in which casting decisions are based on the
ethnic, racial, and gender experiences of actors.
• An example is Hamilton (musical) premiered in 2015.

Johnny Depp as Tonto in Lone Ranger (2013)
Film promises to retell the fictional story from
the perspective of Tonto, a native American
sidekick of Lone Ranger
• White man playing as a Native American
character
• Blind to Depp’s European ancestry
• Irrelevant to racial experience of Native
Americans
• Inundated with offensive racial stereotypes,
a dead crow on head, white face
• Approximation instead of authenticity
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Alec Guinness as Prince Faisal in Lawrence of
Arabia (1962) Film, White man playing as an
Arab leader
• Whitewashing masked as colorblind casting
ng
• Approximation of the lived experiences off
Arab princes
• Inundated with cultural stereotypes,
invisibility of women
• Reflect how non-Arabs (English) perceive
Arabs

Actor’s Popularity
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Negatives of Colorblind Casting
Lack of Ethnically Specific Roles

Unequal Pay
Structural hindrances in
minority’s access to leading roles

Offering roles of people of color
to white actors or nongermane
roles

Reinforcing Stereotypes and Bias
• Painting of character based on
stereotypes rather than lived
experiences of race

Hamilton (Musical) tells the story of Founding Fathers of America
• America then and America Now
• Diverse cast including Black, Puerto Rican, Asian, Mixed-Race
actors, women.
• Acknowledges the depth that race can bring into the story
• However, falls short on embracing Black struggle in making of
America

A Future Roadmap to Diversity

Share of All Film Roles, by
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Share of All Film Roles, by
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